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Editorial

Two years ago or perhaps only one, "pollution" was a word which meant little
or nothing to the average British Citizen. Pollution was something which did
not concern him. To the ordinary man in the street, its only relevance was to
the state of the atmosphere surrounding the automobile ridden cities of California.
At that time the smog problem of "Beautiful Downtown L. A.

"
was even a source

of laughter in imported American T. V. programmes. But the Californian didn't
seem to care, why should the Briton or any other person for that matter?

Scientists were the only people who were aware of the facts and in general all
the "terrifying" statistics remained the secrets of our learned friends. Some-
thing, somewhere, however, went wrong and some of the information leaked
into newsprint. A new field was open to exploit and a "News Bonanza" had
arrived. Immediately, Press-men rushed in, resulting, ultimately in today's
situation in which all the mass media preach a constant pollution sermon, the
prime example: "where there's muck, there's money".

Whether they have managed to frighten you or not, I don't know. If I were to
make a guess I would say probably not, and if this is true, I'm as apathetic as
you.

What does cause me some concern, however, is the fact that at our present
rate of energy consumption, the "End" might just as well come at the eclipse
of the Sun in 1999. All of the World's natural resources will be exhausted
shortly after 2000 and we shall have to rely on non-existent atomic and hydro-
electric power sources.

Perhaps we should stop worrying about industrial effluent for a while and start
worrying about where we can find the material to create effluent.

B. R. Pearson

School Notes
There are a number of staff changes to report. The Reverend Roy Cochrane,
Vicar of Brigg, has the unenviable task of succeeding Mr. Evans who has
moved to Burgh-Ie-Marsh. Mr. M. Jefferson, who has done a year's teaching
after Liverpool University, has taken over Mr. J. C. Harvey's Geography.
Mr. John Allcock, Old Briggensian, has been appointed in the Physics vacancy
which existed during the Autumn term.

A major event, in so far as its implications are concerned, will have taken
place on March 24th. when the staff and top three years of the school will
elect next year's Senate. This senior body of prefects has been in existence
for only three years. It was formed, after discussion, at the time when all
who wished in the Upper VIth. were given the responsibility of being a prefect.
So far it has been nominated but election is a natural and logical step. The
Senate has gained experience and standing during the past few years and it is
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hoped that its new constitution will increase both its authority and responsibility
and also act as a needed co-ordinator in various aspects of administration.

A newer body is the Fifth Year Council of the Brigg Schools which has had an
inaugural and two further meetings. It consists of two pupils from the fifth
years of each of the four secondary schools in Brigg under one member of a
LVI as Chairman. Its purpose is to co-ordinate our efforts and to discuss and
initiate matters of joint interest to pupils. It meets in each school in turn with
the host Head in attendance and has made a promising start.

The swimming bath has had an expensive new coat of paint but is not yet
guaranteed not to leak. We hope for the best, however, particularly as it is
intended that in future Old Briggensians shall have recognised use of the bath
which they gave to the school. The Scout Hut appeal stands at £2, 000, a useful
sum from a quiet but not leisurely effort by the parents' committee. The
Authority shows no eagerness to join in and help the scheme and it is now
proposed to erect a pre-fabricated hut on the land behind the Art Room. Look-
ing ahead, we shall next have to raise money for a new (or newer) School Bus.
The Caution Bus has demonstrated the value of such a vehicle despite its
unpredictable ways. We have learnt much from it and we are very grateful to
those pioneers who have driven it and those wizards who have kept it going.
Now the end of its useful life is in sight, we think we could be more ambitious
in our next buy. One other thought strikes me at this stage - ought we not
first to raise money for someone else?

The School is perhaps not conscious enough as yet of the increased income we
are receiving from the Foundation. Through its help we are more easily
members of more associations than we would otherwise be; we can the readier
afford coaching (and if anyone knows of cricket and swimming coaches available
we are interested); we can help our expert games players more when they
represent the County or attend national courses; we have been able to help
more Sixth Formers on courses. Indeed, without this aid the School Fund
subscription, which has been five shillings now for ten years, would have had
to have been increased some time ago.

Finally, may I make a plea for the 'Briggensian'? It is the record of our
existence, a platform for views, a link with our Old Boys: it is in fact one of
the manifestations that we are a living community. Without such we are the
weaker and it is one of those aspects of our life which all should support for the
general good. Costs are rising all the time which makes things difficult.
More than ever it is necessary for full support in order to keep the magazine
charge down to the lowest reasonable sum. This would also help us not to
make such severe economies as last time as a consequence of which some who
would have wished did not receive a copy.

H.B.W.

The 6Briggensian6 - costs
It requires no great arithmetical skill to calculate that each copy of the
'Briggensian' is costing very nearly 4/2 or 21p - fortunately we can use
income received from advertisers to offset part of these costs. For the
December issue, seven advertisers subscribed £22 at the rate of £4 for a full
page, £2.50 for a half page advertisement. Thus, each copy costs the School
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about 17p. There is no guarantee that costs will be stable. In the circum-
stances, it is necessary to charge 20p per issue to ensure that costs will be
met. Since the 'Briggensian' is not run to make a profit, any surplus money
from any edition is funded in the School Fund, 'Briggensian' a/c, to offset any
possible subsequent loss.

Quite obviously, the initial costs of printing are the highest. It is equally
obvious that at a cost price between 17 and 20p. per copy, the Editor cannot
afford to over-order. Elsewhere in this issue, the vital function of the School
magazine has been related both to present members of the School and also to
Old Briggensians. It is most earnestly to be hoped that all subscribers will
subscribe early, so that a proper and exact order may be placed with the
printers who cannot reprint, once a set of the plates has been broken up.

BRIGG GRAMMAR SCHOOL MAGAZINE

'The Briggensian' Vol. 57 Number 3
Size ~" x 5t"

DECEMBER 1970

As per Newprint Price Schedule
550 copies, 40 text pages & covers

Savings
Front Cover. Design, printed in blue only
Seven Photographs @ 12/ - each

£117 - 9 - 0

£4 - 0 - 0
£4 - 4 - 0

£8 - 4 - 0 £8 - 4 - 0

£109 - 5 - 0

Extras
Inside back and inside front cover printed black £6 - 0 - 0

Credit

£115 - 5 - 0

£1 - 11 - 6

Balance over £ 113 - 13 - 6

Editor

Speech Day - 23 October, 1970
Speech Day at the Corn Exchange began traditionally with the singing of
'Fortitudine'. The School choir then rendered 'Ye Mariners of England' and,
most spiritedly, 'Sing a Song of Sixpence', the latter punctuated by some timely
tympani from A. S. Nathan.

Colonel Nelthorpe, Chairman of the Governors, remarked upon the welcome
presence of Mr. Wickstead, Deputy Director of the Lindsey County Council,
'taking notes', and in his speech greeted the principal guest, Professor
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H. Halbe;rstam, M. Sc., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics at Nottingham
University, a most literate arithmetician. The Chairman devoted the remainder
of his observations to the whole spectrum of the School's activities, academic
and extra-mural.

The Headmaster, in his address, congratulated the Chairman upon his appoint-
ment as High Sheriff of the County and proceeded to analyse the School's year,
in which he paid tribute to the opportunity offered by our Local Authority to all
those boys prepared to avail themselves of it, - at 5td or 2tp, per diem, per
capita, less than the cost of a bag of crisps, the Headmaster thought the School
offered good value!

Professor Halberstam, having distributed the prizes, offered the advice that
even the Ten Commandments should these days be prefaced by the rubric:
'Do not attempt more than five!' This, he claimed, might reassure many
young people who found life presented to them as something threatening and
daunting. Life, he claimed, should be studied through the imagination. There
was more value in Sophocles' 'Antigone' than in all the reports or accounts
written by students or teachers. Many ideas, he said, regarded as 'abstract'
were relevant to life after school or after the university. There was only one
sort of 'LIFE', complicated, miserable or happy, but it was the same for
everybody.

The proceedings concluded formally with a vote of thanks proposed by
Mr. A. 1. Morris and seconded by P. C. Adams, Head Prefect, and the sing-
ing of the National Anthem.

Prize List

Dr. Edwards' Service Cup
King Reading Prizes - Senior

Junior
Berresford Music Cup
Morris Instrumental Music Prize
Butler Sportsman's Cup
Leaning Head Prefect's Prize

UPPER VIth FORM

The Spilman English
The Sergeant History
The Wilson French
The Urry Geography
The Henthorn Prize
The Old Briggensians' Mathematics

Physics
Chemistry

The Thumwood Biology
The Brain Mathematics
The Wilson Technical Drawing
The Stephenson Science

K.J.M.

1. R. Parker
1. R. Wild
A. Leaning
S. W. Skelton
T. Makepeace
W. D. J. Eldridge
A. C. McCarthy

A. C. McCarthy
1. R. Wild
S. C. Baggott
J. A. Vickers
B. Steeper
R. A. Ray
D. P. Johnson
1. R. Parker
R. Parkinson
A. C. McCarthy
A.N.Whall
C. J. J. O'Connor
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LOWER VIth FORM

Mathematics and Science
Biology
Modern Studies
Bains Latin Prize

C. Davenport
P. C. Adams
L. F. Smith and R.
R. Stinson

Stinson

UPPER Vth FORM

H. J. P. Beckers, D. M. Booth, S. J. Bradburn, P. J. Briggs, J. A. Clark,
R. O. Day, R. D. Morgan, D. W. Pollard, J. J. Spring, M. D. Whiting,
M. Williams.

PRIZE WINNERS 1970/71

Front Row (Left to right)
D. L. Huss, J. Charlesworth, D. I. Lischka, C. P. Stanley, T. W. Hay,
M. K. Weaver, M. Watson

Second Row (Left to right)
M. Charlesworth, L. F. Smith, M. D. Whiting, J. A. Clark, C. Davenport,
R. O. Day, A. Leaning, T. Wood

Back Row (Left to right)
M. J. J. Beckers, R. J. Briggs, D. M. Booth, R. Stinson, S. C. Baggott,
P. C. Adams, R. D. Morgan, D. W. Pollard, M. R. Hollingsworth
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LOWER Vth FORM

M. J. J. Beckers, M. Charlesworth, M. R. Hollingsworth, M. Watson,
T. Wood.

OTHER FORM PRIZES
U IV A D. L. Huss
L IV A D. I. Lischka
m A C. P. Stanley

Oxbridge Dinner

U IV Alpha J. Char lesworth
L IV Alpha T. W. Hay
m Alpha M. K. Weaver

It was an extremely happy thought that led to a dinner party at the Queen's
College in Oxford on Saturday, 27th February, 1971. There are currently
twelve Old Briggensians at Oxbridge, ten of whom entertained the Headmaster,
H. Stinson and K. J. Miles. By some flash of inspiration, the organisers had
invited Miss Shepherdson and the two ladies from the High School up at Oxford -
illness prevented Sandra Bennett from attending - but Miss Shepherds on and
Susan Bowler ably and gracefully represented 'the other School'.

Robert Smart presided, and after sherry in his rooms, the party repaired to
Stalybrass Memorial Room, where dinner was served. 'Gus' Sedgwick, who
appears to have developed into something in the nature of an Oxford institution,
proposed 'The School' - a toast to which the Headmaster very properly replied.
Miss Shepherds on spoke on behalf of the ladies with a coyly assumed awe and
modesty she claimed to feel in the privilege of being allowed to invade so male
a prerogative as a men's college in Oxford. Mr Stinson was prepared to be
drawn by common acclaim into reviving both his own and also his erstwhile
pupils' memories of Beaufighter days and Mr. Miles to whom the liberalising
influence of either Oxbridge or the wines or both was plainly visible in the
enthusiasm of the company, 'spoke fourth'.

By this time, the hour was somewhat advanced. The party retired again to
Robert Smart's rooms where his cellar was sorely taxed and where all things
under the sun were urgently debated until at 2.30 a. m. the ladies considered it
timely to make their escape (0 tempora, 0 mores I).

A thoroughly commendable evening. At least three senior members returned
to Brigg confident that both Oxbridge and its old Briggensians are the richer for
their confrontation.

Those present were:

Dr. Alan Corney K. I. Miles
M. Hickling N. Miller
G. N. Jarvis M. J. Sedgewick
D. C. F. Lilley R. C. Smart

M. B. Tatam
A. R. Tate
R. W. Tuley
Miss Susan Bowler
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Shepherds on
B. Williams
Stinson
J. Miles.

K.J.M.



Pirmasens 1970
A smaller party than usual made the biennial trip to Pirmasens in the Pfalz.
Most of us had been hosts to the visitors from Germany, who came to Brigg
in May last year, and it was their turn to give us hospitality.

We arranged to go in the autumn this time, taking advantage of the autumn
holiday, incidently missing Speech Day, (although there was nothing sinister
behind this move), and this meant that we were taking Mrs. Williams away
from her guests, as she accompanied us on our visit.

Arrangements went smoothly and we were all set to go, when a derailment at
Kirton necessitated our switching to a bus at the last moment to take us to
Retford. This was the only hitch of any significance until the Blue Monster ran
out of petrol in Brigg Market Place on the last few hundred yards of our return
journey!

One has to experience a journey by train - boat - train, lasting 24 hours and
involving a total of nine changes, really to appreciate the value of light-weight
clothing and economical packing. However, we managed to arrive in good
spirits and looking reasonably presentable at 7.40 a. m.

The difference between this type of trip and, say, the Paris trip, is that we are
all accommodated in private homes, and this meant being pitched straight into
the life of a German family, at a time when some of us are usually still in bed,
and after a journey of some 700 miles! At least we had the week-end to recover,
and met again on Monday morning when we were welcomed to the school by the
Headmaster.

Of his life with a German family, Robert Laws writes; - "It was not only
educational, but it gave us all a great deal of freedom, being able to go where
we wanted with our German friends. . .. I was given a sense of independence.
There were no real restrictions, only those we laid down for ourselves, such
as controlling how much money we spent, so as to try to make it last through-
out the fortnight. The German people were very hospitable, and I liked most
of the food which was put before me, especially the famous Sauerkraut. "
During our stay, several visits of interest had been arranged for the whole
party, but most of us had some very interesting trips with our hosts and their
families. Lindsay Hargreaves writes about one of these private outings on the
Rhine.

'When we arrived in Bingen the sun was shining brightly, but it was very
chilly. Bingen is a largish town on the Rhine-bank, about 60 miles from
Pirmasens.
We were going for a trip on the Rhine, the largest river in Germany. The
river was very busy, despite the fact that it was Sunday morning. Barges
were chugging up and down the river with their cargoes of goods ranging from
rubble to oil.

We bought our tickets and then discovered that our boat was an hour behind
schedule (something I though only British Rail could do!). So we duly amused
ourselves by sitting in a cafe drinking coffee! After about hali an hour our
boat was to be seen picking up passengers a little way upstream at the opposite
bank at the town of Riidesheim. The boat cast off and began to move towards
us. It was a very large boat, named the "Deutschland", capable of carrying
2,500 passengers!... . . We found our way to the sun-deck; it was very chilly,
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VISIT TO RADIO SAARLAND

R. Hunt, R. Laws, D. Sharp, J. Spring, L. Hargreaves, P. Holgate

VISIT TO ESSO REFINERY, Karlsruhe.

R. Laws, R. Hunt, D. Sharp, P. Holgate, H. Beckers,
S. Bradburn, L. Hargreaves, K. Lalor (back view) N. Foskett
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but I just had to grin and bear it. The scenery all round was very beautiful,
the slopes of the valley being covered with vines; it amazed me how the grape-
pickers managed to keep upright on such steep slopes. There was a small
castle precariously perched on a rock-ledge on the almost vertical valley side.
I later discovered it to be inhabited. . .. Being right on top of the boat we looked
down on all the other vessels on the river, but felt very small when we looked
up to see the towering heights of the gorge. . . . the scenery was almost the same
for the full length of the journey to Koblenz, where we got off and wandered
down to the Deutsches Eck, where the Mosel joins the Rhine. The train journey
back to Bingen at 60 m. p. h. took only about an hour, whereas by boat we had
been travelling for 4 hours. . . . "
But it was not all outings - after all, we had come on a school visit, and this
meant attending school on some occasions. Robert Laws writes; - ''When we
went to school (and it was not as boring as it sounds), I was wakened at 6.30 a. m.
This might seem a little early, but in Germany school starts at 8.0 a. m. and
finishes about 1. 0 p. m. This meant we had the afternoon free. When we were
at school we were not compelled to go into lessons, but we did go into some
English lessons. If we did not want to go into a particular lesson we were
free to go shopping or just make ourselves at home in the school. . . . "
Pirmasens is the home of the German shoe-industry and what more natural
than to pay a visit to a shoe-factory of the Servus firm in Rodalben, a small
town a few miles from Pirmasens. This is a fascinating experience and it is
most intriguing to see the shoe literally taking shape as it travels along the
belt from one operator to the next. Another local product is, of course, beer
and no visit is complete without a conducted tour of the 'Park' brewery and the
opportunity to sample the product with inch-thick pork chops and Sauerkraut in
the brewery's private Bierstube. We shall not mention the trade tokens that
went on among certain individuals! We have on previous occasions been to a
wine-tasting, but this year we were there at the busiest time - the wine harvest,
and were able to see the work going on in the vineyards and admire the crop at
a distance. For closer acquaintance we shall have to wait until next year, and
1970 looks like being a vintage year.

We always try to arrange a competition between hosts and guests, and usually
we can sport a football team of sorts. This time we had only 10 boys in the
party, and it would not have been fair to ask the girls to play, so we had to
'borrow'. Kevin Lalor gives this account of the event: -" Could we say we
won? Yes, if we had the cheek!
You see, the Germans sort of lent us some of their players. Well, after all,
there wouldn't have been a game of football if they hadn't, would there?
That's our excuse!
Well, we had a great game. In fact, yes, you must have guessed, we won.
5 goals to O.
We tried to score the goals, but our borrowed players seemed to get there
first.
Actually, they weren't bad - yes, they were good, - but so were we, don't
you think?"
It is rumoured that somebody caused a sensation by having to go home on the
bus in only his football strip, but perhaps we shall draw a veil over that.' . . . . . . .

Three full-day trips had been arranged for us, the first to Saarbrticken, an up
and coming, expanding town, that is set on rivalling the great cities of Hamburg
and Frankfurt. Our impression is one of noise and dust, as everything seemed
to be in the process of either being torn down or rebuilt. I am sure that in a
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few years' time it will be a magnificent city, but the interim period must be
very trying for the inhabitants. We visited the new University, still very much
under construction, and lunched in the students' refectory, which was rather
forbidding at first sight, but one became used to its peculiarities. Our hosts
had gone to considerable trouble to arrange a visit to the Saarland Radio head-
quarters in Saarbrlicken, situated in the buildings and grounds of a historic
castle. We got in without difficulty, but only to find that we were not expected
in spite of a telephone call on the previous day confirming the visit. The result
was a disappointing trail round from studio to studio (and sometimes back again)
hoping to get a glimpse of something going on! We did, however, have the
chance to see some of the bigger sound-radio concert halls and learn how a
production was put on.

Heidelberg is always an attraction to the visitor and we had our opportunity of
seeing the ancient city in all the autumn colouring. The Pfalz is beautiful at
this time of the year, as the forest, stretching about 100 miles, is all mixed,
so that the evergreens act as a contrasting background to the deciduous trees
in all their glory of autumn colour. We were able to take a walk in the forest
on a subsequent trip after we had been on a visit to the Esso refinery at
Karlsruhe, where we were shown some very interesting films on the oil industry
and had a lecture, by an expert on the running of a refinery. Our forest walk,
undertaken by the majority of us, (although there were the lazy few who did
not want to over-exhaust themselves), took us up a steep slope of the Pfiilzerwald
to the ruined castle of Madenburg, where welcome refreshment awaited us, and
then for about seven miles through the forest to the Trifels Castle, once the
prison of Richard Coeur de Lion. Some old boys will no doubt remember a
certain previous occasion when there was a shower of rain on this very walk!

It was with regret that we set off home, calling for a few hours in the French
town of Metz, with the prospect of another twenty four hour journey ahead of
us. But we have brought back memories and new impressions and we have
sealed some new friendships for the future.

R.B.

The Senate, 1970-1971
In 1968, the then Head Prefect, Alan Vickers, formed a committee of senior
prefects, which has acquired the title 'Senate'. This was relevant to the activity
of the body at that time, which was predominantly disciplinary but is, to a
certain extent, now a misnomer. The Senate is, at the present, evolving into
an advisory council, where the views of different types of Upper Sixth former
may be heard and this term for the first time, two Lower Sixth representatives
sat in the Senate. These latter were elected by their year, but the Upper Sixth
members were selected by the Headmaster and the Staff.

The system of selection has ceased this year and elections have been held to
choose the Senate for next year ('71-'72). Up to now, the Senate has been a fairly
informal body, meeting with the Headmaster only on a few occasions but this
year's Senate, in "conjunction with the Lower Sixth, has worked out a more
formal constitution. Next year, the Senate will consist of: six Upper Sixth,
elected by the Staff and this year's Upper Sixth, The Lower Sixth and the Upper
Fifth; two Lower Sixth, chosen by their year in September; and the Headmaster
and/or other interested members of the Staff. It is to be hoped that next year's
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Head Prefect will, however, continue to use the Senate in an informal manner,
as under certain circumstances this may be more valuable.

For a number of years, the prefects have imposed a rule that no boy was to be
within a certain distance away from the fence separating our grounds from those
of the High School. With the increasing degree of communication with the High
School, on the academic side in the upper school and on the social side in the
lower school, the latter promoted by Sixth Form and Brigg Lions' organized
dance~, the Senate felt this rule was an anachronism, and, after the Headmaster
had shown complete agreement, the rule was dropped.

Some years ago, the prefects sold tea cakes - called 'buns' by everybody - at
break in the quad. This had been discontinued but as preliminary investigations
showed the sale would be lucrative and also ensured two prefects were in the
quad during much of break doing something, instead of merely keeping an eye
on things, 'buns' are again on sale at break. Decimalization unfortunately
necessitated a O.8d increase in price, but this was unavoidable, as measures to
keep the price down, e. g. by selling two for 3~p, would have been unwieldly
for those actually selling the buns.

Many other topics have been discussed at various times, for example, the
suitability of Wednesday afternoon for Sixth Form games, coincident every
other week with Activities, as planned by the Headmaster and the position of
the school as regards Sixth Form parties on the premises. I feel the Senate
does fulfil an important function, and should be even more useful now that it is
elected, for a criticism levelled at past Senates, nominated by Headmaster and
Staff, has been that they were too pro-Headmaster, and not airing more
extreme pro-Sixth Form views. I feel this is untrue about the Senate in my
term of office but I do sympathize with those who make the criticism from an
outsider's point of view.

P. C. Adams

The School Fund 1970-1971
At the beginning of each term every member of the school contributes five
shillings to the School Fund.

This money is then distributed among the various school activities. The
distribution is controlled by the School Fund Committee which consists of
the Headmaster, two members of Staff, a Secretary and Treasurer appointed
by the Headmaster, and twelve pupils elected from the fifth and sixth forms.

The money is spent on a wide range of activities from Debating and Theatre
visits to Sport. This year there have been claims from boys representipg
the school at the English School's Football Festival and at the English School's
Cross Country Championships. The Fund has also sponsored the school team
which was sent to Cranwell, last year, to enter the Linconshire Grammar
Schools' Athletics Championships. It also pays the subscriptions for the school
to have fifty-two members of the Royal Shakespeare Club.

.

Apart from these various activities the school also sponsors the running of the
school bus and the maintenance of the coffee machine.
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In April last year, when the present secretary and Treasurer took over for a
year in office, the fund had assets of £240'432. Now, at the end of this official
year, the balance has risen to £355'36-!.

Of the claims made by pupils on the fund, one third of their total claim is paid
by the Fund, a second third is paid by the Governors, while the remainder is
left for the pupils to find for themselves.

It is now only a week until the election of the new secretary and Treasurer who
will come from the ranks of the present Lower Sixth.

Miles R. Buttrick, UVI Mods

Common Room Notes
ACCOUNT FOR COMMON ROOM

De bit Credit

Date
30.9.70
12.10.70
19.10.70
20.10.70

4.11. 70
3.12.70

17.12.70
21. 12. 70
15.1.71
22.1. 71

£ p

1 38
3 39%

75
1 93

50
40

2 50
10 -

50
15

3.12.70

Date
Chair repairs
Darts and dartboard
Initial outlay for buns
Hardboards and chipboard
Repairs to chair
Repairs to chair
Dartboard
Decorating Common Room
"Ultrasonics'l
Dart flights

9.9.70
15.9.70

17.9.70
29.9.70

21 49% 15.1.71

Feb 1971

£ P
14 Brought forward

4 62% Subscriptions
11

"

2 66
62%

4
75

1 75
5t
7!
2%

2 50
2 -
1 25

91%

Lost property
Return of bun outlay
Bun profits
Interest
Repaid into account
Lost property
Subscriptions
Bun profits
Subscriptions
Lost property sale

Total credit 28 90%

Total debit 21 49%

In hand 7 41

The common room now stands in all its pulchritude after the Xmas redecoration,
this being long overdue after the tumultuous pounding it had received from pre-
vious sixth forms. The decorating was taken in hand by members of the Upper
Sixth who lived locally. The paint was partly purveyed by Mac and partly from
the common room fund.

We are also very grateful, for the generosity of Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Anderson
and Mrs. Sidebotham who gave furniture, to help solve our seating problem.
We have also to thank 'Mud', for providing entertainment in numerous ways.

Several parties have been sponsored by the common room fund and these have
been a considerable success. There have, however, been coincidences such as
tabescence the mornings after the party .
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Joint Schools' Committee
February 4th saw a preliminary meeting at Westmore School which terminated
in the formation of the Joint Schools' Council. Each of the Secondary Schools in
Brigg, has two representatives on the council, our own being Martin North
and Stuart Worgan.

Although the council is of Fifth Form origin, its main objective is to bring about
closer harmony between the schools from first years to leavers.

The second Council Meeting held at the High School on March 25th, set down
more clearly some of the ventures that could be attempted; they range from
joint schools concerts, to trips abroad; from a joint Sports Day to social
service.

The first venture is to be a dance, which will be held on May 7th at the Grammar
School (tickets: 15p). Less spectacular, but just as important, is the council's
involvement with the Birch House Project. National TOC H representatives
will be on the site from April 4th, and volunteers will be welcomed during the
Easter Holidays.

It is hoped to form an Activities group to visit Birch House regularly. Anyone
interested should get in touch with either of the council members.

K.W.I.G.

House Notes

Ancholme
Since the last issue of the 'Briggensian', Ancholme have played just one House
match against Sheffield. In this fixture, the Juniors proved, once again, the
main source of our points by gaining an 0-0 draw in a very eveilly contested
affair, both sides having their chances. The Seniors, however, had very little
going for them and after taking the lead through North, went down 4-1. The
inside of the woodwork, however, saved Sheffield on a couple of occasions
during the first half. The last match, against Yarborough, will be played in
the next few days, weather permitting. Once again, Good, Fisher and North
must be congratulated upon excellent performances in the Senior match, parti-
cularly Good,

.
who is having a very successful season. Netherwood is also to

be congratulated upon leading the Junior team so successfully.

The House has also participated in the Cross-country event. This year we
managed only third place in the Junior race and fourth in the Intermediate but
we still have the chance in the near future of bringing glory to the House by
winning the Orienteering event. I am sure that all Ancholme runners will do
their utmost to achieve victory.

Next term's sporting events: athletics, swimming and cricket will tax the en-
thusiasm of all members of the House. Pick the recreation you enjoy; practise
and play it to the best of your ability. By striving conscientiously you will gain
great personal satisfaction and much honour for the House.

R. Cole
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Nelthorpe
The football cup is won and we are, at the time of writing, two-thirds of the way
towards winning the cross-country cup, having already won both the Junior and
Intermediate Championships. This year, however, let us hope that the Seniors
don't lose the cross-country cup by becoming misorientated, as they did last
year.

Next term, the Cricket and Athletic cups have to be defended and, no doubt, the
good spirit which won the Football cup will help us to retain these trophies.

A final word to the House's newly acquired First-Years. By now, you will
have realised that you are members of the best house in the school, and I trust
that you will carryon the great tradition of N elthorpe House in the future.

I'm sure that all the House footballers would like to thank Mr. Barker for
turning out to support us at every match, regardless of the weather.

S. D. Brown

School
We returned after Christmas expecting to be served with cold meals due to
kitchen alterations. Fortunately, through several postponements, they will
take place in the warmer months.

At the beginning of term, both the Senior and Junior football teams had a startling
victory over Yarborough House, winning 18-1 and 12-1 respectively. With the
eighteen goals, the number of players in the Yarborough Senior team must be
disclosed - eight. However, there was a final disappointment of losing 1-2 in
the Senior match and 2-5 in the Junior game against Nelthorpe House.

The weekly cross-country practices certainly paid off when School House were
placed second in both Junior and Intermediate races. Both teams deserve to
be congratulated and I hope the orienteering Seniors will equal their effort.

During the term, there have been seve"ral concert excursions which would not
have been possible without Mr. Holmes's organisation. I am sure the more
musically progressive members of the House, greatly enjoyed the 'Deep Purple',
'Free' and 'Elp' performances.

I hope Mr. Holmes has had an enjoyable stay in School House and, on our behalf,
I would like to wish him much happiness and success in his future position.

R. O. Day

Sheffield
Since the last edition of the 'Briggensian', Sheffield House has completed its
House football matches for the season with games against Ancholme and Nelthorpe.
The former provided the first win for the Seniors, 4-1, while the Juniors could
manage only a draw. At this point, had both teams won their matches against
Nelthorpe, the football trophy could have been ours but this was not to be. The
Juniors were overwhelmed by a strong Nelthorpe team, 14-2, while the Seniors
were unlucky to lose in a close match, 2-1.
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The latest sporting activity has been the annual cross-country competition for
Juniors and Intermediates with the Seniors 'orienteering'. The,House finished
third in both events so far completed with a very good individual performance
from Kitchen, who finished second in the Junior race.

Looking ahead, the Summer Term brings athletics, cricket and swimming in
the first of which we hold the strongest chance of lifting a cup, an event which
Sheffield House members have waited for several years.

The Summer Term also brings' A' and '0' Levels. To those entering these
we wish every success.

D. L. Gillespie

Varborough
Once again, it is time to set pen to paper and put down in print the achievements
of Yarborough House.

At the time of writing we only have Ancholme left to play in football. The Juniors
have lost every game they have played up to press. The picture'is a little
brighter in the Senior section. We drew with Nelthorpe, beat Sheffield, but
lost to School.

We came fifth in both the ;runior and Intermediate cross-countrYr These results
are deceptive; however, as they disguise some very fine performances, notably
from O'Connor and Cox in the Intermediate race. The problem with the Juniors,
I feel, is that they are so few in number. We had only fourteen runners in the
Junior race and when one considers that Nelthorpe had thirty-five, it is obvious
that something is amiss somewhere.

Next term brings athletics in which we generally manage to compete with some
measure of success. The younger members of the House will have to com-
pensate for their thinness on the ground by making a little extra effort. If they
can manage to do this then we should do reasonably well.

N. Anderson

Societies

Library Notes
Things have been moving more than usual in the Library recently. We have at
last been given some more space, with the construction of the new shelves
along the passage wall, which now accommodate the Encyclopaedias, the
'Briggensians', the Dictionary of National Biography and History Today -
amongst other choice specimens - and we now have four shelves completely
empty and a general relaxation of pressure all round the room. Amongst other
more minor movements, the books on the Room 3 wall have been rearranged
in vertical columns, with Fiction on the left, History in the centre and Bio-
graphy on the right (symbolic?). We hope to label these soon, in colour. The
Card Indexes have also been worked on, and separate files made for Junior
Library and Fiction.
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People have improved their standards of book-returning slightly, and few fines
have been exacted recently (although more might have been). New magazines
have been introduced, some - Country Life (too expensive) and Private Eye
(too everything else) - only briefly, others - Motor, Melody Maker, World
Sports - to stay. I have welcomed the help of a new Library Activities group
each fortnight.

General wear and tear, damage, etc., however, have not declined: papers
and magazines have been torn, and several chairs have had to go along to
Mr. Strudwick for repair, which in some cases has not been entirely possible.
We have been particularly concerned at the number of times people have
written on or defaced notices and magazines, particularly Punch: the ability
to write should be exercised on one's own, not on other people's, paper. Another
thing: several knobs have been removed from the glass-fronted cupboards (we
now have exactly 50% left) and knobs and even a runner block and rod have been
taken from the card index drawers. Shelf labels have been taken out or moved
to other positions.

This sort of behaviour cannot be tolerated, particularly from the Upper School,
who should be the most responsible. I would like to remind everyone once
again (and I seem to do this far too frequently) that we have only one (small)
school library, that our money and our time are both very limited, and that
its good running, as with everything that many people share and use, depends
to a very great extent on the good sense and active assistance of everyone who
uses it - all the time.

M. J. H. W.

2nd Brigg Scouts
The School Scout Troop now numbering twenty four members meets every
Friday in term time at 7.00 p. m. until 9.00 p. m. for a variety of activities
including 'wide games', instruction sessions and even a football tournament.
During the Autumn term, we received a course of instruction from members
of our local Red Cross Society, to whom we are very grateful. Recently, we
held a surveying competition with the prize of a visit to some place of interest,
chosen by the winning patrol. The visit is still to be made.

Colonel Nelthorpe again kindly provided wood for our annual distribution to the
town's old people.

The Christmas Party, another annual event, had an interesting variation in
that we were compelled to eat by candle-light. This, however, proved to add
to the fun of the evening.

Our Group Council, under the Chairmanship of the Headmaster, have organized
two fund-raising functions: the Christmas Fair, in December, raised about
Fifty Pounds and the Fashion Show, in March, another Forty Pounds.

Future activities include Job Week, immediately after Easter, St. George's
Day Parade and Service at the Methodist Church and week-end camp and Summer
Camp.

V. M. Adams
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Chess Club
This season has seen varied fortunes for the Club itself, the team and individuals
competing in 'out-of-school' chess.

The Club itself, meeting in Room 15 at lunch every day in the Autumn and
Spring Terms, has seen a substantial drop in membership, and there have
been days when no-one has played, an unthinkable state of affairs a few years
ago. This can be attributed partly to the good weather and partly to the use
of Rooms 1 and 2 at lunch as private study rooms, indicating the Chess Club's
former function as a haven from wintry showers. Financially, however, lne
Club remains quite strong, despite heavy travelling expenses to Grantham
and Louth.

The team has suffered an unexpected loss this season from the regular side,
in the form of David Booth, who now plays in goal (and with some success)
for Second Eleven football. However, he remains interested, running the
Club at lunchtimes and playing in "Sunday Times" matches. The new-style
nomenclature Third Form continues to provide a nucleus of young, keen and
able players, added to recently in the form of Andrew Dey, moving from Brighton.
Unfortunately, due to illness we have been unable to field six players in every
match. This has counted heavily against us. Results have been mixed with
one match left to play:-.

Date
3. 10. 70.

10. 10. 70.
17. 11. 70.

21. 11. 70.
26. 11. 70.
28. 11. 70.

5. 12. 70.
13. 2. 71.
13. 3. 71.

Opponents
Carre's G.S. Sleaford
Winteringham C.S.
Grantham

Frederick Gough C.S.
Winteringham C.S. II
Clee G.S.
City School, Lincoln
Frederick Gough C.S.
City School, Lincoln

Lost 3 : 2
Lost 4t: 1t
Won 2t: 3t on handicap,

a 'Sunday Times' match.
Lost 5 : 1
Lost 4t: 1t 'Sunday Times'
Lost 4 : 1
Won 3t: 1t
Won 3t: 2t
Won 4 : 2

Individual scores: P. Adams, 4t/8, T. Adams 5/9, D. Booth 0/2, H. Brears
0{4, C. Bra~ey V2, A. Cosser 2/6, A. Dey t/3, A. Hillaby 0/1, D. Lischka
3'2/7, M. Smlth 2'2/5.
Two of the three annual School Championships have been completed, the Junior
and Intermediate. After an interesting game, in which fortunes dramatically
altered, Brears beat Billinger to take Junior first prize. In the Intermediate
Competition, T. Adams beat D. Lischka in a hard-fought final.

H. Brears ventured into the Scunthorpe Town U-13 Championships but was
eliminated in the quarter finals. A party of six went to the County Championships
at Louth on March 6th, a day out proving enjoyable but quite tiring. P. Adams
was third equal in the U-19 section with 3/5, after losing to the runner up
due only to a slip in time-trouble. In the U-16 A. Cosser was up against
tough opposition, including an international, but struggled valiantly for 1/6.
In the U-14, a section with some 70 entries, D. Lischka was 5th, with the
third highest score, 4t/6. T. Adams made 4/6 M. Smith 3t /6 and A. Dey
3/6. This was, in my opinion, a very encouraging performance by all, and
I hope to see fine results in next year's County Championships.
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Finally, thanks must be due to Mr. Stinson for his interest and supervision
during 'Activities' and a second thanks for his generous gift to help cover
travelling expenses to Louth.

"Black Knight"

Fishing Club
It is with some regret that I put pen to paper to compose these notes, as
their writing will mark the end of a long and very happy period of office as
Secretary to the Fishing Club. Fishing is the great leveller. An angler can
enter into conversation with any other who shares his interest, and finds an
agreeable companion, no matter what his age, race or creed. The Fishing
Club enables boys throughout the School, First Year and Upper Sixth alike,
to share a common goal and a common enthusiasm, thus serving a valuable
function, even if for only a small proportion of our community. We have
tried, those of us now in the Upper Sixth, to introduce younger boys to match
fishing, even if on a small scale, improve facilities at Scawby Ponds and more
important, encourage them to do the same themselves. We hope they have
learned something from our fishing, as we have learned from theirs, perhaps
picked up some of our good habits and learned to avoid our mistakes. Above all,
we hope they will continue to catch fish as long as they are able.

This term's match held on the Old River Ancholme down Elwes Street was
memorable for two reasons; first, we fished a points system and, secondly,
there was a very exciting finish. The points system i. e. awarding five points
per ounce and two points per fish, was thought necessary as the stretch fished
had been consistently producing large nets (30-70 fish being not uncommon)
of very small roach to single maggot and we thought this to be the best way of
deciding a winner. In the event, the decision proved lucky, as fish were quite
scarce, and second and third places totalled the same weight. Possibly totalled
is not the best word; P. Adams netted the first prize of 90p with 11 fish totalling
3 oz. i. e. 37 points, G. Johnson was second with 9 fish for 2 oz. - 28 points,
while A. van Hoffeln was third with 8 fish for 2 oz. - 26 points. With ten
minutes to go before the match ended, catches were neck and neck, but
Adams clinched victory with a roach and a perch in these last few moments.

Little fishing has been done at Scawby this winter, owing to the quality of
fishing in the River Ancholme, and Scawby's insistence on remaining frozen
in the mildest of weather. Nevertheless, D. A. Spencer managed to take a
13 lb. and an 8 lb. pike on legered herring successive days, the former being
the largest taken from the Ponds by a club member, to my knowledge. Other
catches of note were 101 roach by G. Johnson and 13 lb. pike by A. van Hoffeln
at Susworth.

It has become custom to thank Mr. Morris for his ever active interest in the
Fishing Club, and Colonel Nelthorpe for allowing us to fish at Scawby. These
thanks are sincerely expressed, and come from all of us. Perhaps we ought
to thank the fish, as well, and hope they continue to provide good sport at Scawby
for my successors and everywhere Old Briggensians fish.

"Piscator"
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Bridge Notes
While interest in Bridge has been maintained in the Wednesday afternoon
'activities' periods and at almost any other time in the Sixth Form Common
Room, the only match we have to report is an internal match between the
Upper and Lower Sixths. Each side provided four pairs, the match being
played over eight pre-set hands, dealt by Mr. Mattison. Much prestige rested
on this match and, I am sure, the Lower Sixth feels indebted (in more ways than
one) to the Upper Sixth for a lesson in playing Bridge.

At present, a Bridge tournament is being arranged within the Common Room
to be played next term. This has attracted an entrance of sixteen pairs"
showing the interest in Bridge generally among members of the Sixth Form.

D. L. Gillespie

Natural History Notes
This term has seen the disappearance of our most useful hunting ground -
Barnard Avenue, now given over to a car park. Barnard Avenue has, for
many years, provided a useful range of flora and fauna for the Natural
History group. One of our last visits was to inspect a rubbish dump and to
take a general look at the surrounding trees.

Pollution has been a subject of general interest to the society and a closer
look has been taken at the ditch running parallel to the old River Ancholme
in Elwes Street, from which samples have been taken and examined.

Due to colder weather after Christmas, activities have largely been confined
to the Lab. and a series of films on birds, animals and plants have been
shown - in addition, an external examination was carried out on a live frog.

The departure of Miss McCarthy dampened the atmosphere, as did a recent
'disaster' which might justify the adoption of webbed feet for use in the Lab.

S. C. R. Fell

Film Unit
The Film Unit, this term, has had a complete change of personnel. Many of
the former members have left, I believe, from sheer boredom. However,
this term, we have made our programme interesting enough to keep members
in for another term.

The term has consisted of film shows, mainly of my earlier efforts, used for
the purpose of learning how not to make films. We have also written the
sound track for 'Old Brigg'. By the time this goes into print, it will probably
have been recorded.

.

We are already making plans for our next grand epic, which will be in 'glorious
technicolor'. Several themes are being considered, one being 'R.!. P. LSD';
a documentary about decimalisation. Another is 'The Mad Moviemakef' .
Whichever we choose to make, I'm sure the project will at least be interesting.

Finally, the credit title on 'Old Brigg' reads 'B.G.S. FILMS PRESENT', this
is because we wish to distinguish ourselves from the old Film Unit, which
produced 'THE RACKET' and 'THE HOUSE THAT JOHN BUILT'. Future
titles will be filmed with my titling outfit. The name will have to stay, as the
outfit has only two 'G's. 'BRIGG GRAMMAR' contains three.

C. Ellerby



Sport

1st XI Football 1970-71
Having already won the first five matches of the season the School looked
forward to continued success when the last number of the 'Briggensian' was
publishl(d. Success has been achieved and to such an extent that the School
remained unbeaten until its final match of the season, against Clee.

With the loss of two key forwards at Christmas, success did not seem really
possible but with a few positional changes the team has continued to play
enthusia,stically and well.

Much of our success is owed to a very tight defence which has remained solid,
sometimes under great pressure. This has encouraged the forwards by
keeping the score-sheet blank. Indeed, the forwards, despite having scored
seventy five goals themselves, will agree that it is much easier to score and
win a game knowing that barring catastrophes the defence, with one
exception, has never conceded more than two goals. This consistency has
given them a proud record. They have allowed just twenty-four goals in
twenty two matches, two of which have been 'own goals'.

Let us not run away with the idea that only the defence plays well. Skilful,
and at times, brilliant attacking play has produced some excellent goals and
only once this season, very properly, perhaps, against the Old Boys, have we
failed to score. Indeed, the whole team which includes several competent
reserv~s has played very well. It has been a great team effort and well
deserves its record.

Results :
Sept. 12 v Caistor Home 6-0
Sept. 19 v Havelock Away 6-1
Sept. 26 v Barton Home 6-0
Oct. 3 v Sleaford Away 2-1
Oct. 10 v Winteringham Away 4-2

Nov. 7 Brigg 4 Gainsborough 0 H-T 3-0
Against weak opposition the School established midfield control and
won comfortably with goals from McGuire 2, Gillespie and Mitchell.

Nov. 14 Lincoln School 1 Brigg 2 H-T 1-0
On a cold day, Lincoln opened .well, giving the School anxious moments.
The defence remained ,strong, despite the half-time deficit through
a goal which should have been disallowed for hands. However, the
second half saw the School take command of the game and a Mitchell
cross gave McGuire the chance to head the equaliser. After constant
pressure, Taylor powerfully headed the winner to give us a good
victory .
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Nov. 21

Nov. 28

Dec.

Dec. 12

Dec. 19

Jan.

Jan. 16

Jan. 30

Feb.

Feb. 13

5

Frederick Gough 1 Brigg 1 H-T 1-0
A poor game when, after missing early chances, the team could
not find a rhythm. We turned, one down, from a deflected shot. In
the second half though rather through effort than skill we equalised
when Taylor forced home a corner.

Clee 1 Brigg 1 H-T 1-1
A goal down almost from the kick-off against a skilful Clee side, the
team gradually came back. We equalised before half-time through a
fierce Hardaker shot. The second half remained tight, with both
defences taking the honours. '

City School, Lincoln 1 Brigg 1 H-T 0-1
On a stony pitch and with an awkward wind, the School were out-
played for most of the game but having taken our only chance through
McGuire, a brilliant goalkeeping and defensive performance kept us
ahead until an 'extremely' late goal by City, levelled the game.

Brigg 4 Louth 1 H-T 2-1
Brigg opened in lively style and quickly established a two-goal lead
through McGuire but the team faded badly and it took a Louth goal
before half-time to liven the side up. Further goals from Taylor
and Dale decided the issue.

9

Brigg 0 Old Boys 0 H-T 0-0
An entertaining game with good football from both sides yet it pro-
duced no goals. The game could have gone either way but fortune
eluded both forward lines.

Barton 2 Brigg 4 H-T 0-3
In muddy conditions the School opened brightly and took an early
lead through Dale. They went further ahead through a Taylor penalty
and a blinding shot from Hardaker. The second half produced a
poor showing from the team and we conceded two goals before Lalor
decided the issue.

Brigg 7 Grimsby Tech. 2 H-T 1-0
In a very good and tight first half the School took the honours with
a single goal from Taylor. However, the pressure in the second
half swamped the opposition and with four more goals from Taylor
one each from Rounce and Brown the team had a comfortable win.

Brigg 2 Winteringham 2 H-T 0-1
A very good game played in heavy mud saw both sides play some
attractive football. Winteringham took an early lead from one of
the few goal-keeping errors of the season and kept it till half-time.
However, the School pulled back with two goals from Taylor but
with the game seemingly won North who had scarcely put a foot
wrong scored the perfect 'own goal'.

6 Gainsborough 0 Brigg 7 H-T 0-4
Against poor opposition the School ran riot and won comfortably
with goals from Rounce 3, Taylor 2, Mitchell and Hardaker.

Brigg 3 Frederick Gough 0 H-T 1-0
Again an entertaining game despite fierce wind and heavy rain.
Both defences seemed in control but a powerful Taylor shot gave
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Feb. 27

Mar.

Mar. 13

Mar. 20

Mar. 27

6

Brigg first-half honours. Frederick Gough came back in the second
half but our defence kept us ahead until Rounce and Taylor added to
the score.
Louth 1 Brigg 2 H-T 0-0
This was a very poor game with both sides producing little football
skill. An offside goal that was disputed, however, galvanized the
team into something more like their form and good goals from
Taylor and Rounce gave us the verdict.

Brigg 7 Havelock 1 H-T 3-1
Despite conceding our second 'own goal' of the season through
Gillespie, the School played extremely well in thoroughly trouncing
the opposition with five good goals from Rounce and one each from
Mitchell and Brown.

Brigg 3 City School, Lincoln 2 H-T 3-2
Against formidable opposition the School proved its strength by
achieving an excellent result. Both sides opened well and Brigg
took the lead when Rounce scored direct from a corner. This
sparked the City School who scored probably the best goal we have
conceded this season. The City School seemed in control but Rounce
took a low pass from Lalor to score a good second goal. Minutes
later Taylor added a third and the game looked ours. However, the
City school hit back to make it 3-2 at half time. In the second half
despite pressure from our opponents, the defence went from strength
to strength and did not seem really troubled.

Grimsby Tech. 1 Brigg 3 H-T 1-0
With an unbeaten record in our minds and on a small pitch, the
School played with plenty of effort but little skill in controlling a
bouncing ball. We were one down at half time to a silly goal. The
same pattern continued and with five minutes to go we were still
down. Three simply executed goals from Rounce 2 and Taylor made
the previous eighty five minutes seem ridiculous.

Brigg 1 Clee 4 H-T 0-1
With one match remaining it was a pity that we lost our unbeaten
record. But the side can look back on a successful season. We went
through a bad patch just before Christmas but generally speaking it
has achieved a consistent standard of football.

I would like to congratulate Taylor and Johnson on their selection to play for
Lincolnshire Schools in the forthcoming Festival of Football at Skegness
during the Easter holiday.

Finally, it is to be recorded that over the last three seasons the School has
played 64 games. 50 have been won, 9 have been drawn and only five have
been lost, a good record. Despite the loss of most of the team at the end of
this year, I hope next year's footballers will again prove a force to be reckoned
with. I would like to wish my successor the same pleasure that I have had
over the last two years.

School Team:
S.R. Johnson, M.J. North, D.L. Gillespie, D.A. Spencer, H. Beckers,
P.R. Mitchell, P.R. Taylor, K.M. Lalor, J.K. McGuire*, S.R. Dale*,
D. Hardaker, T. Rounce, and S.D. Brown.
* Left at Christmas P. R. Taylor
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SECOND XI FOOTBALL

With only one more game left this season, apart from the annual Staff match,
the second eleven is near to completing, for them, a reasonably successful
season. I think that we have shattered the illusions of those who still believe
that the second team get a thrashing every Saturday.

At present we have a relatively young side. Good service has been rendered
by two members of the Fifth Year, N. H. Foskett and P. G. Goodwin who have
both played effectively. At the back P. Wright has been a tower of strength
throughout the season. We have also had the good fortune to enjoy the reliable
and phlegmatic goal-keeping of D. M. Booth.

All that is left for me is to wish the second eleven good luck for next season.

Record :
Played 10 Won 4 Lost 5 Drawn 1
Goals: For 17 Against 21

Miles R. Buttrick, U VI Mods

UNDER 14 FOOTBALL

The season started with a very exciting 6-6 draw against a Caistor Under-15
side. This gave us plenty of optimism for the remaining fixtures. Unfortun-
ately, not all of the team seemed to hit form at the same time in the following
few matches. Consequently, we had a bad run. Then the team began to show
its true form. Moreover, Mr. Cunningham offered his assistance and since
then we have played better football. Our last three results seem to have proved
this. We won two and drew one.

I must thank Mr. Cunningham for his help. We have three fixtures left and
we are confident that we shall win them all. Fine individual performances
are beginning to spearhead the usual good team work.

I should like to express our sympathy to K. Beckers who unfortunately broke
his leg in a House match when he had just obtained a regular place in the team.

P. Sykes

Hockey Notes 1971
Owing to the large numbers of young and inexperienced players in the team
we lost most of our early matches, despite a very considerable effort on their
part. They have improved, however, both in experience and confidence and
have played extremely well in the last few matches. I hold out great hopes for
them next season.

They will, of course, be faced with the problem of finding four new players
since P. Adams, A. Sleight, M. Hills and S. Hutchinson will be leaving but
with promising players like P. A. Spring we shall probably have little diffi-
culty.

I wish to thank Mr. Mattison for umpiring most of our matches, for acting
as chauffeur to the team and for putting up with the vagaries of the school
bus which does not seem to like long distance runs, particularly the run to
Horncastle. It has twice broken down on this journey.
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Congratulations are in order for J. J. Spring and 'Stan' Matthews, Spring for
being chosen to represent the County and 'Stan' Matthews for being our top
goal scorer.

I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking everyone who has played
for the team this year, especially those who have been called upon very short
notice.

A. Sleight

Hockey Notes (Unofficial)
This term saw one of the most unbelievable contests in School history. On an
inspiration, ten boys recruited another brave citizen and challenged our even
braver neighbours, the High School. It seems almost churlish to mention the
fact that seven of our players had never touched one of those inverted walking-
sticks before, neither could we lay our hands upon left-handed inverted
walking-sticks for four of our men. Many a hollow cry came from that alien
battle-field across the fence. Once, the sticks became clubs. After ten fouls
given against them, our players began to acquire some hazy idea of the rules.
The High School umpire, with great foresight, stopped play early for half-time,
explained the rules to our side and, undaunted, we continued the fray. We won-
1-0!

W. H. Johnson and the Fourth Year Amateurs

Basket Ball
The following notes written by the various team captains will show that whilst
we have had the usual sort of season we have been less successful than last
year. This may be due to a decline in interest which has occurred but more
likely to a lack of practice.

There have been 37 league games and 4 Cup games and yet only 25 boys have
played. The lethargy of the Lower 6th is such that only 3 of the 34 have played
for their B team. The B team has been supplemented by eager Under 16's
but when they graduate to 6th Form, next year, I doubt if we can contemplate
entering two teams in the local league.

It has been very pleasant to see so many Old Boys playing for the senior teams
and I hope this will become an established feature of senior sides in future
seasons.

The bi-weekly 'activities' sessions have given many boys the opportunity to
act as referees and some of them show considerable talent in this direction.
Next season, perhaps, I could leave the refereeing to some of these, whilst
I concentrate on coaching the junior teams.

There is no doubt that those boys who have played this season have enjoyed
it all very much. I enjoy it, too, in spite of the fickle nature of the bus, and
I look forward to next season with much enthusiasm.

J. E. M
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'A' TEAM (UPPER 6th)

This season, for the first time since there have been three divisions in the
League the School basketball team has played in First Division Club basket-
ball. A preliminary report of our progress in the last issue of "The Briggensian"
was not very encouraging and, unfortunately, we have been unable to improve
much upon our opening results. With still one game to play before the season
ends, our tally is as follows.

League Played: 9 Won: 2 Lost: 7
Cup Lost to John Leggott, Round 1

We may increase our total of wins to three in the last game.

A very significant feature emerging from a glance at the team sheets for the
various games is that John Taylor played in both the matches won and in the
John Leggott Cup match (which was only narrowly lost) and no others, due to
an injured knee. This obviously reveals how much we rely upon his talent
for finding the basket. We do have talented players other than John, of course;
three stalwart guards in the imposing shape of John's brother Paul Taylor,
Steve Johnson and Philip Middleton (now working at H. O. & C.) while 'Will'
Harty frequently scores as many points as the rest of the team put together.
However, these skills tend to lack consistency and, in basketball, consistency
throughout the game is of paramount importance. Consistency and teamwork
can only come with practice, which we just do not have. We do enjoy the game,
however, and that is, of course, the raison d'etre for such a team.

Finally, I would like to thank all those who have played, Philip Middleton for
transport on more than one occasion and above all, Mr. Moore, for refereeing,
for transport and even for playing when we have been short. I am sure we all
wish him luck with next year's teams.

P. C. Adams

'B' TEAM (LOWER SIXTH)

Of our ten games in the league, since October, we have, sadly, managed
to score only four victories. The team beat the Police and the Sports Hall
Ladies twice each and lost twice each to John Leggott 'B' and East End Sports.

Owing to the scarcity of basketball players in the Lower Sixth, the team has
been supplemented by members of the Staff and by players from the Fifth
Year. We would all like to thank Mr. Moore for the evenings he has given
up to referee our games.

Simon Bradburn

UNDER 16 BASKETBALL (FIFTH YEAR)

This year has seen the team playing only mediocre basketball, nevertheless,
each member still looks forward with great hope and eager anticipation to
the next match. The ability to put the ball through the basket seems to be
the main trouble at the moment and scores have been averaging only about
25 points. Hopes of winning the Cup, if not the League, were dashed when we
met Brumby (last year's Champions) in the first round and were fairly
heavily beaten 11-32. Our performance in the League has been approximately
the same as last year. We have won three matches and lost five. The 'dirty
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player of the year award,
'

for the second year running would go jointly to
our two guards, Kevin Lalor and Martin North, who have retained their form
consistently throughout the season but have reached the five-foul mark only
once.

Every player is now noticeably forming his own style and most of the team
has played for the'B' team in the local League. Finally, I would like to thank
Mr. Moore for his invaluable advice and for his legendary skill in 'driving'
the bus.

R. Watson

UND ER 15 (FOUR TH YEAR)

This is our first excursion into league games in any School sport and we have
played some good basketball and been fairly successful. Of the nine league games,
we have won six and lost three, (draws never occur in basketball). Some of
our triumphs have been rather slender and there is no doubt that there is an
ever present need for shooting practice.

In the absence of our determined defence man, whose tactics are best not
described, we suffered our worst defeat against Foxhills. We showed our fine
potential, however, in the Knock-out Competition when we really went to town
and beat St. Bedes by scoring 45 points. This was a fine effort as they had
just pipped us in the previous week's league game.

In the Knock-out Competition we managed to reach the semi finals but we
played badly and were beaten by Riddings. Had we have made a more aggressive
beginning and scored in the opening minutes we would have been successful.
However, there is always next year to try again.

On behalf of the team, I would like to thank Mr. Moore for his invaluable
services as coach, trainer and referee.

I. K. Norris

Swimming Notes
Unbelievable though it may be, School House opened a new page in the annals
of School history by smashing all opposition and winning the swimming Challenge
Cup, yet again. We hope that other competitors will not lose their enthusiasm
and will once again try to register an attempt to come within four hundred
points of winning the Cup!

Herr Schwimm von Schnorkel, U 99, (Translated by W. H. JOhnson)
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Sixth Form General Studies
LOCAL HISTORY

It rests to the credit of the Sixth Form that the progress of the Local History
course, over the last year, has been enthusiastically maintained, despite there
being no examination at the end of it, nor any paper qualification to be gained.
Although the academic background, even the simple chronological sequence of
events and developments within the area of the Ancholme Valley, may not re-
main in their heads, all seem to complete the course more aware of the nature
of their surroundings, if only because they take bizarre pleasure in seeing the
master concerned go into ecstasies over a grimy and minute fragment of pottery
dredged, perhaps, from sewer, byre or rubbish heap. The year has had definite
highlights, starting with Holgate stuck in Ancholme mud, continuing with a fine
collection of bottles from the same river and from fields, taking us to Waddingham
('Holly', again), where an impressive collection of antique farm tools was made
and subsequently donated to the Scunthorpe Museum. The Autumn term was
made memorable by a walk along the old river Ancholme, which was found to
take the outflow from the sewage works, to discover an abandoned cart, formerly
used by a Brigg steam ploughing concern, about 1930, but which had been over-
laid with inscriptions of an irrelevant and coarse nature and of much more
recent date. Later, Sidebotham's boots went on a trip to Cadney without their
owner and the term's finale was an expedition to Ferriby Cliff, where there was
a lot of mud, two men playing with dynamite, and a freshly manured field.
Although the group has already acknowledged its debt, this is as good a place
as anywhere to thank McIver and 'Snap' Parker for the generous way in which
they made their private cars available and the visit possible.

The Spring term has seen a large group pursued across five fields by a farmer
(who actually was very reasonable once he knew what we were doing), and one
maiden from the High School doze off completely for half an hour in the 'theory'
session, indoors. At least getting out on a Tuesday afternoon forces everyone
to keep walking. The haul of small 'finds' has been quite good. Adams has
a series of pottery from Cadney which seems to point to a new Romano-British
site being identified there, and the most recent 'find' made by a group in school
time was a hand-axe, presumably of Stone-Age date, from the Wrawby barrow.
Everyone has made some contribution, especially to the list of clay pipes which
is in process of compilation, with the aim of publication when enough material
has been gathered. Some examples of pipes, with explanatory notes, are given
here. The first work by the group to be published has appeared in The Lincolnshire
Local History Society's quarterly pamphlet: Lincolnshire Industrial Archaeology.
It is a survey and brief history of Whites' Mineral Water Bottling Plant, Elwes
Street, Brigg.

N. J. L. L.

LOCAL HISTORY GROUP: CLAY PIPES
KEY:

(i) Mid or later 19th century. Examples from Cadney and
Waddingham. Maker unknown.

(ii) Late 16th or very early 17th century - Scawby. Maker
unknown.
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(iii) Mid 18th century - Scawby, Wrawby, Worlaby, Heel
marked '1.R. ' (maker's initials). Place of manufacture
as yet unknown.

. (iv) 17th century - Scawby, Brigg, Wrawby, Worlaby, Cadney.
Maker unknown.

(v) Pipe by E. Blyth, of Hull, floreat 1845. Britannia holding
a tobacco plant. Right side marked 'HULL', shows
Britannia standing, holding an anchor. Scawby. A fine
specimen.

(vi) Mid 19th century, by S. Smith, of Hull. Left side bears
a sheaf of corn in place of the bird, and Smith's name.
River Ancholme, north of the New Bridge. A very fine
specimen.

(vii) Later 19th century - Scawby and Brigg. Complete PiPes
of exactly this design are to be seen in the Louth Museum
and the Scunthorpe Museum. Maker unknown.
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Malham - unofficial

Following a slight mix-up over dates a few harsh words were spoken about
whether or not we would miss the T Rex concert in Hull. Luckily we did and
the week got off to a propitious start.

Arri val in Malham was somewhat hazardous - we climbed 1,000 feet in the last
half of a mile at 45 m.p.h. We made it all in one piece. The sun was shining,
the weather warm and promising. Later we climbed wearily into bed. Driving
snow greeted us in the morning! After crawling out of bed, we walked from our
centrally-heated villa to the Lodge where breakfast was served to the theme
tune of 'Dr. Who'.

We met 'Maggie' in the Lab. after breakfast. 'Maggie' was our enthusiastic
tutor. She provided excellent guidance and counsel throughout the week. Her
unconventional approach to the subject was as welcome as it was unfamiliar.

The kitchen staff served a variety of hot soups, with a rabbit and water base.
The rest of the meals were equally interesting.

There were several outstanding moments during the week one of which happened
on the limestone pavements, where John (the London one) walked through a dry
stone wall - an enterprising if painful feat whose effect was somewhat spoiled
by the thoughtful resource of the public-schoolgirls who repaired the damage.
Our other John provided constant entertainment with his impersonations of
Dr. Who; the Silurian sketch (and thrashes) were definitely the highlight of
the week.

.

On the academic front the outlook was dominated by a very localized low-
pressure system with a trough spreading over Malham throughout the week.
Occasional outbursts of hail broke the monotony of our wet shower.

Down on earth, our project on 'soilcreep' was very enlightening and our measure-
ments of terracettes in the field were, remarkably, transformed into perfect
slope cross-sections' in the lab., that evening.

Rodney, the country squire from central London, led the field (from his bed)
for the first four days. On the fifth he walked a doubtful twenty miles. After
this he suffered from blisters which enabled him to perfect a very impressive
limp during the following days.

Dick, the Sherpa of our group, was very helpful when it came to negotiating
the numerous streams that crossed our erring paths. He was the hero-member
of the party, for, when walking across the peat bog, he prevented the Warden's
wife from slipping in - he was generously rewarded.

To cap the week, the local Dutch people came in very handy when 'Maggie's'
group lived it up in 'Hillary's' to the accompaniment of moans and groans from
the adjoining room where Chas. led the merrymaking.

In general, the week was hard work and the return to school a welcome rest.
Most people enjoyed it very much, though we thought that the course was not
specialized enough. A strong recommendation that the courses are continued
comes from Nick, Dick, Chas. and Steve.

S. R. Johnson
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Section

Magazine

Of Carts and Horses
In our garage there was an old" rusty bike. A few weeks ago, I decided upon
its renovation. First, I replaced all the old and worn out parts: the tyres,
the brakes, the saddle and the chain. I cleaned all the rust off with a wire
brush and sprayed on a new coat of paint. Finally, I pumped up the tyres and
cycled out into the street. Immediately, I fell off - I did not know how to ride
a bike!

D. 1. Lischka, 3 Alpha

The Moon in June
Jacketed in nothingness, shedding its cold, steel-blue light,
Upon the green leaves, all asleep in the midsummer glades
Nothing can match the splendour of our lonely satellite
Enhancing, with silvery moon beams, earth's cool, pastel shades.

N. Salmon, V Alpha

School about a Mile Away
School about a mile away,
I have to walk there every day.
Mostly boring, rarely gay,
Triple maths on every day.

School about a mile away,
Always work and never play.
I often want to stay away,
Every wretched, dreary day.

School about a mile away,
Someone caned each day they say.
A corny joke cracked once in May,
For THEM school's just a holiday.

A. R. Hackford, 1 Alpha
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Hunted
The bar door swung open, its dirty grey-white colour shining in the heat of the
Arizona sun. The man walked out, wiping his bruised forehead; he made for
the water-pump; it creaked with age. Slowly the water struggled up. The
battered, tortured body revived momentarily in the shower of water. He drank,
his bearded chin scratching the mottled, brown, broken end of the pump.

The sun seemed to have been blotted out by a cloud of dust, but no - vaguely he
could identify the flowing manes of their horses. He ran again to the bar,
stumbling in his haste.

The bar door swung no more-. Blood trickled down it. It made the door look
black, as black as this town. He had sand in his eyes, eyes filled with hate
and he lay on the shrunken, blackened boards of the bar.

Once more the sun was obscured in a cloud of dust. His foes had turned their
horses and were riding slowly away.

T. P. Adams, 3A

Swaying in a goblet, swinging through hell-fire
How hold we up our shaking world balanced on thin wire?
Is up still down, or is it now p'r'aps up?
Can I still drink boiling oil from a broken cup?
Do two and two indeed make three?
Is your answer different still? Ah, me!
Is it true that birds, like men, can fly?
Or are they pigs, and if so, why?
And am I dead or have I just awoke?
I like polluted air so healthy that I choke
And if I fall, will I be harmed?
Will bubbling waters ne'er be calmed?
Now have I writ of many things,
Of why truth flies and only girls are kings.
But if I'm right, it's downright sad
But I am wrong, and I am mad.

Jonathan Spring, LVI Maths

'The Thing' J. Billinger, Form lA
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1984
o dismal morn! I wake
To face the despair of yet another day;
In the intricate circuitry of civilization I take my part.
I do my share
And am allowed to live in a concrete desert.
I watch the plastic sludge stored in rivers
And dodge the war-bombs.
A Government falls and so dies democracy
And the world hangs in the balance.
Big Brother watches me
And a thousand others in these flats;
They turn to run and are cut down.
Slum-bred millions boil in their apathy
While the elite skate on the scum of the Thames
And view the last tree in the world.
Mindless husks crowd the endless streets;
They care not where it ends.
The kernels withered long ago. They are not.
But wait! There still might rise
A yet more glorious day
For I am
And I know
That there is still love and hope in my heart
And God.

D. M. Booth, LVI Maths

Tale of a Lost Love
The morning was seductively warm, the birds curiously noisy, and the feeling
of Summer unbearably intense. The woods felt heavy, and the Summer air was
laden with the strong, sweet smell of pollen, wet earth and pine cones.

These strange elements were like a drug to my mind, and slowly they induced
a feeling of light-headedness. I felt contented, at one with the earth, aware
only of the proximity of nature. For a while, an intermediate while, I passed
with no effort deeper and deeper into the woods, until I was gently awakened
by a distant syren voice which drifted and filtered airily through the trees on
a gentle zephyr. The voice was a mermaid's, soft yet compelling, and I was
attracted like a bee to a flower. Left with no rational thought just a voice
singing in my head, I was pulled on and on... That voice! Such beauty! And
what beauty the woman with such a voice? Yet further I ran, heedless of the
stinging briars which scratched at my legs, now completely possessed by the
urge to find her who sang. Into a clearing I ran, where, seated on a fallen
branch was a white-robed figure, brushing its shoulder-length, blonde hair.

"'Morning, man," said the Hippy, turning off his transistor radio. "Do you
love music, too?"

David Sharp, LVI Mods
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Bartering
The year, 1972. Everyone had become frustrated with money, and we reverted
to the bartering system.

One Monday morning, when making a transaction for my dinner charge:

"Sir, I've brought you an ivory tusk from an elephant. That's about three weeks'
dinner" .
"Two, more like".
"Three".
"Two, more like, so shut up!"

I looked it up in a bartering handbook that night. The book said "An ivory tusk
is worth two cauliflowers, a pound of potatoes, a pea and a bean". By a clever
calculation I found this amount of food would last me three weeks. The truth
is I was on a low calorie diet. So I took the book to school.

"Look, I've got proof".
''Well, you must be on a diet."
"I am."
"All right! All right I"
Three weeks later:
"Please, Sir, I haven't had my pea, so I need some change."
"One sweet. "
"Two."
"One."
"Two."
"One. "
"All right. One. Rotten old teach'."

H. Brears, 1A

Offensive Spring
Spring, a season between winter and summer. It's meant to be the morning
of life, the dawn of a new year, nature blooming in her youth. Chichester-
Clarke sees the purity of the Spring gashed and shedding useless blood - and
resigns. Scotland mourns her lost sons. The Irish women weep in agony over
the death of the innocents. They plead with reporters to tell the English that
they are not assassins, just anguished observers. Ironically, at the same time,
English T. V. 2 entertains us with the sad tale of Tudor executions.

British tourist brochures guarantee at least three strikes per fortnight stay
and free evening television featuring that moustache and friends - and the Queen
gives awards to trade.

In two weeks' time, Easter will be upon us with its symbolism of sacrifice and
martyrdom. In their blindness and complacency and smug self-indulgence the
English people will be engulfed in their melting chocolate eggs and Walt Disney
repeats.

However, the daffodils will come, the crocuses will come, the hyacinths and
the lambs will come and the grass will grow greener. Whatever else happens,
nature will not change - certainly not human-nature.

'Yea, who knoweth not such things as these?' Job: 12 v. 3.

Martin Lawley, L VI Mods



ELP Concert
Never has there been so much excitement in a Lincolnshire theatre as there
was during the recent visit of those demi-Gods, Emerson, Lake and Palmer.
Born from the ashes of The Nice, King Crimson and Atomic Rooster, this band
is probably the most refreshingly new group to enter the music world in 1971.

In Keith Emerson they have a musician of sheer brilliance, whose technique
and artistry, I reckon, is second to none. Carl Palmer, the power-house
drummer, must be one of the fastest in Britain, and Greg Lake, finally is as
much at home on the lead guitar as on the bass guitar. He co-writes with
Emerson.

The stage took on the appearance of something out of a scifi film, with the stacks
of amplifiers, the synthesiser and various organs. Finally, on they came and
leapt straight into 'The Barbarian', which had people rocking in their seats,
Emerson showing himself to be as much at home on the piano as on the organ.
Their next number was 'Tarkus', from the new L. P. (coming out soonl) a 'mood'
piece of some twenty minutes' duration. Here, Greg Lake switched to lead
guitar, showing just how good he is on that instrument. 'Tarkus' is an imaginary
armadillo-like creature which rises from beneath the ground after a nuclear war
and finally returns to the sea in a sort of 'reverse cycle'.

The beautiful 'Take a Pebble' followed, with Carl Palmer in fine form on the
tymps and Greg Lake on acoustic guitar. This track proved to be the one which
sold the group to everyone for they showed that they like to enjoy themselves as
much as anyone. Greg Lake side-tracked into a country and western number
called 'Blue' and during Emerson's piano solo (feet on keyboard), Greg and
Carl came and sat in the audience and danced with the usherettes, going back
on stage to finish the number after Emerson's solo.

'Knife Edge' is probably their most popular track and they played this next,
Emerson standing between his two Hammonds, grinning evilly.

That was the end of the first half, a bit long, I think, because they seemed tired.
However, the best was yet to come for 'Pictures at an Exhibition' followed (my
favourite), and this featured the Moog Synthesiser, with Emerson jumping down
from the stage, holding an extension to the Moog and making the most fantastic
noises by rubbing it on various parts of his anatomy.

'Rondo', the old Nice rocker followed with Keith plunging knives into the organ,
riding it across the stage and trying his hardest to smash it into pieces. Carl
Palmer's drum solo was featured here and one can only say 'breathtakingly
fast' - one of our esteemed Sixth Formers (Breye) shouting encouragement to
Carl and generally making himself heard.

'Nutrocker' (that old 'B. Bumble and the Stingers' 'classic') followed with
Emerson on electric claviette. This took most of us down to the stage within
a few feet of our heroes (I think it's true love!)

To say a good time was had by all is a ridiculous understatement and this in-
adequate tribute cannot convey the quality of the lads.

'Teeny Head'
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Modern Mathematics
A tragedy in one act.

CAST

Headmaster, a man with a traditional view of education.
Teacher (recently returned from in-service training), a progressive thinker.

SCENE

The Office

Headmaster: I assume that you will continue to teach your pupils to add.

Naturally they should explore addition in different number bases
and in different algebraic structures. They...

HM: (brusquely) That hardly answers my question.

T: (ignoring the interjection) They will develop concepts of the commutative
and associative properties of addition; although these do not
apply to all binary operators, of course.

HM: (slowly and deliberately) Will they know the result of adding seven and
nine?

1': (patiently) Not necessarily. Given the number bonds they could work it
out, since the principle is the same for all addition. Ideas, not
techniques, are the things which matter.

HM: (at a loss to continue the conversation) Will no one learn to add?

T: A few might, as a special project say. But pupils should choose
topics which interest them; by so doing, they will be encouraged
to develop as individuals. Pupils should be flexible and under-
stand what they are doing. It is quite wrong to force anyone to
do anything - it crushes the personality.

HM: (querulously) What geometry does your scheme include?

T: Isometries of plane figures: reflections, rotations and trans-
lations; the symmetries of flowers and wall-paper patterns. . .

HM: (cautiously) Will the pupils prove Pythagoras?

T: An outstanding pupil might discover a proof by exploring rotations,
but it is the experience of exploration which is important. After
all, it is dishonest to use facts not discovered by oneself.

HM: (reminiscently) And will they enjoy the elegance of manipulating symbols
and solving equations in algebra?

The pupils' concept must be that of structure, whether the
algebra be Boolean, vector, group or another kind.

HM: (petulantly) Does vector still mean magnitude and direction?

T: Oh, no! A shopping list is a vector. It's any n-dimensional
ordered number.

Teacher:

T:

HM: (wistfully) Will your pupils still do written exercises?
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T: Definitely not, books are so old fashioned; besides there are
so many other communication media: television, overhead pro-
jectors, teaching machines, cine loops, tape recorders, cameras,
slide projectors, structural apparatus, expanded polystyrene
tiles and similar equipment. One soon gets bored with books-
they're so limited. The acquisition of techniques is bad. It
clutters up the mind. Mathematics must be ongoing and pur-
posive, not fossilised in books. Anyway, written exercises
give an unfair advantage to those who can read and write.

D.V.A.

Unofficial School Notes
As we write these notes we extend our sympathy to the biology master who
happened to leave his taps running one night. One consolation for him is that
he didn't lose his gerbils, like he is his hair (-Oops! What a give away. )

We have just noticed the wee Scottish gent (another one?) who has appeared in
the Staff Room this year. We have even more "Och ayes" now to contrast with
the 'down South' accent that appeared in the woodwork lab a few terms ago.

From one of our elders comes this suggestion for the Burnham Committee:
"The only perks with this job are the holidays. They ought to cut out all overtime,
double the pay and abolish afternoon school and then this might just be a worth-
while job."

A sight we never thought anyone would see - the whole of the Sixth Form has
appeared twice this term in games kit to do yer actual orienteering; incredible
times and lack of blisters on the part of some people seem to indicate other
modes of transport, and we are not sure that the abundance of cars at school
on those days is without significance.

In our own Common Room (surprise) we have a lunatic who reckons that you
don't get sex in villages, and then, a few minutes later, said, "There are
thousands of children who have never spoken to their parents".

Our friend in Room Six now claims he is psychic - "although I haven't been able
to net a Grand National winner yet". I wonder what his friend the Bishop of
Lichfield has to say about that? A profound moral he has already picked up
(obviously, but obviously, from one of the Bishop's sermons) is that knowledge
of the layout of snooker balls is a sign of a mis-spent youth, despite the fact
that he knows it himself. And on that note, we mis-spent youth (hic) finish.

"Lynceus"
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Old Briggensian's Association
Hon. Secretary:
L. GREEN
"Twynham" ,
46, Darby Road,
Burton-upon-Stather,
SCUNTHORPE.
Tel: Burton-on-Stather 373.

Since the last edition of the 'Briggensian' there has been much to report.
Activity has been concentrated on: the organisation of the A. G. M. and the 45th
Annual Dinner, an attempt to correct the water leakage from the School swim-
ming pool, arrangements for the use of the swimming pool by members of the
O. B. A. and their families and the design of the new O. B. A. tie. Brief details
of these activities are as follows:-

Hon. Treasurer:
S. C. DICKINSON
40, Bigby Street,
BRIGG.
Tel: Brigg 2255

Scawby 450

A. G. M. AND 45TH ANNUAL DINNER

As an experiment the Annual Dinner will be held in the School gymnasium, and
the A. G. M. in Rooms 1 and 2 at the School on April 24th, 1971. Messrs.
Starbuck Ltd., caterers for the Tercentenary Banquet have been engaged and
the School will print menu-cards, invitations and tickets. It is hoped that the
experiment will be successful in keeping the price of the Dinner within the
pockets of the maximum number of Old Boys, without a reduction in quality.
At the same time they will be afforded an opportunity of dining in familiar sur-
roundings.

WATER LEAKAGE - THE SCHOOL SWIMMING POOL

Falling water levels were noted during 1970. The Association has undertaken
to have the inner surfaces of the pool completely repainted with a special
sealant paint. This work is now completed and its effectiveness will be judged
during the coming swimming season.

USE OF THE SWIMMING POOL BY O. B. A. AND FAMILIES

It has been proposed that the O. B. A. Swimming Club is formed for the purpose
of offering the use of the school swimming pool by O. B. A. members and their
families. Conditions for the use of the pool are being formulated to be ready
for the 1971 swimming season. Interested members should contact
Mr. T. R. D. O'Neill, 40 Bigby Street, Brigg.

NEW TIE FOR THE ASSOCIATION

Following much discussion on the design of a new tie for the O. B. A., it has been
decided that a single-motif tie design would be most appropriate. The proposed
tie design, which has already been submitted to the manufacturers for their
comments, would be dark blue with a single Nelthorpe crest on a narrow gold
stripe.

L.G.
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Old Briggensian Notes
First we would all congratulate Dr. James Beel (31-38) Presiding Judge of
the Diocesan Court at Nottingham who has received a D. C. L. degree from the
University of Salamanca, and his contemporary H.D. Nixon (31-38) recently
promoted to the rank of a Rear Admiral. Distinction in another field has come
to Alan Vickers (62-69) who captained a Young M. C. C. XI in Canada last year
and but for General de Gaulle's funeral would in consequence have met Prince
Charles. His contemporary David Horsley (62-69) at University College,
London, where he is Secretary of the Zoological Society, sent us a college
newspaper cutting of Godfrey Leak (55-63) in a typical missionary role and
exploratory pose. David also has news of Ian Wild (63-70) happily reading
Law at University College. Andrew McCarthy (63-70) when first heard from
seemed a little more critical of law, or perhaps his companion embryo lawyers,
at Durham, visiting the school recently he has amended these reported views.
An ex-student of those parts Graham Hunter (57-64) bearded like the pard, is
enjoying with reservations his first teaching post at Havelock School, Grimsby.
He is one of several School House teachers thereabouts, notably Peter Haines
(55-62) P. E. at Immingham and Dudley Parr (57-64) P. E. at Waltham Toll
Bar. Graham had news of Peter White (57-64) married and now teaching in
Canada. Another School House school-master is Tony Ayres (55-63) at
Winchester where he is also a lay clerk in the Cathedral choir and developing
an enthusiasm for gardening. A contemporary of his Owen Hartley (55-62) is
lecturing at Leeds University where he is also concerned with admissions to
his Faculty. He will talk to the Sixth Form this summer and we hope will have
good advice to offer. David Burton (62-69) is also at Leeds and is another
lawyer (they can't all be Lord Chancellor!) Philip Clayton (60-67) is in his
final year reading Agriculture at Leeds and is hoping to enter the Weed Research
Organisation. Michael Setterfield (63-70) has recently fulfilled a long standing
ambition and has gained his commission in the Royal Air Force as a navigator.
Adrian Gibbons (62-70) is working in a residential school in Fife for, as I
understand it, some category of children in need. He gardens, does useful
chores, plays football, table-tennis and a range of other games with the boys,
when not in school, and golfs for himself at St. Andrews. He clearly enjoys
it all. Peter J. Jankowski (60-67) after leaving, spent three years at King
Alfred's College of Education in Winchester where he obtained his Certificate
of Education. He now teaches at Overton Primary School near Andover. By
the time this is published he will be married to Susan Walters.

A pleasant occasion (separately recorded) was the Old Briggensians' Dinner in
The Queen's College, Oxford. Old Briggensians there are clearly contributing
in other ways as well as work. Gus Sedgwick (60-67) has just concluded his
year as President of the Junior Combination Room of his College. Neville
Miller (61-68) is Captain of his college Badminton. Kim Miles (67-69) was in
a very successful Queen's College Eight and will soon be the embarrassed
owner of an oar.

Locally, Bill Phipps (61-68) is still in Scunthorpe as a Civil Servant and has
news of Michael McCleave (65-68) who will be sent to the University by the
Civil Service. R. F. McCleave (65-69) tells us that he is enjoying work in
the cost accounts department of Conoco, Ltd., South Killingholme. Registered
as a student member of the Association of Certified and Corporate Accountants
(A. C. C.A.) he hopes to qualify in five years time. He enjoyed reminiscing at
Conoca with C.S. Lingard (56-61). Peter Ward (60-68) is now in Cable &
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Wireless which he has reached by Organisation and Method via Scholl's from
Lysaght's. He is studying for his HNC and, also hopes to be sent on eventually
to University.

These notes might finally end with a man who has for some years been un-
officially regarded as an honorary member of our society, Dr. R. E. Holme
retires this month. Very many Briggensians will remember him, particularly
those of School House, and will have reason to be grateful to him. I am sure
they would have this news recorded and would join in our best wishes to him and
his sister in their retirement, which, we are happy to say, will be in Brigg.

H.B.W.

Would Old Boys who pay their subscriptions by Bank Direct Credit (Banker's
Order) please note that as from the 1st. October 1970, the subscriptions are
75p. per annum and adjustments will be required for the current year (1970/71)
and future years.

The Committee is rather concerned to find that the Association is losing
contact with an ever increasing number of Old Boys. For this Edition a few
names have been taken from some "Cobwebbed Cards" with a hope that at
least one OLD BOY will decide to rejoin our ranks;

B.W. CLARK
RALPH CLAPHAM
DENNIS COX
J.A. DUFFELEN
K.D. EVERETT
G. M. GUNSON

J.S. HARRISON
EDWARD W. HOYLE
FRANK LOWISH
S. LAWRENCE
ADRIAN D. MURRAY
COLIN PARKER

M.l. PHILPOTT
D.l. ROSE
C.A. REED
R.L. STEVENSON
L. R. STEPHENSON
P.J. SEAWORD

Old Briggensians' Golfing Society
Notice of the Spring Meeting of the Society at Holme Hall had to be given by
telephone or personal visits and although some members could not be reached
and others were found to have previous commitments, a turn-out of twenty
four was a tribute to the success of the secretary's efforts.

The morning of the 21st March was grey and cold with a keen North wind, but
the wearing of an extra sweater or two at least reduced the risk of .over-
swinging. A Stableford competition for the captain's prize of some elegant
wine glasses was won by Kim Miles with a score of 35 points. R. Coulthurst
was runner-up with 34 points and a better middle six holes than W. McKail
who also scored 34.

An omission from the golfing news in the last issue of the Briggensian can
now be repaired. Edward Dodd, captain of the Society this year, has been
elected captain of the Elsham Golf Club, an honour richly deserved by one who
has reported its activities for some forty years, has been competition secretary
for almost half as long and who, now one of the oldest members of the Club,
still plays the game with undiminished zest and is as ready as ever to accept
any sporting challenge, for the issuing and accepting of which he must already
hold a record. We wish him a happy and successful year of office.
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Any Old Boys who wish to join the Society may do so by applying to the secretary,
John Kemp at 12 Westover Road, Burton on Stather.

A.I.M.

Australia
Consider a wilderness. In your mind's eye, stand on a hill and scan a vast flat
void of land all around: rather like the rolling hills of the Hebrides set on a steel
grey sea; so the Opthalmia Ranges of West Australia roll down to a plant of rusts
and pastel greens.

This is my world. The world of the percussion driller exploring the scorched
brown hills for seams of iron ore. The challenge of the elements. The trials
and tribulations of boring a hole 600 feet into the earth's crust.

Without a doubt, your school atlas will not show the principal town of this area
- Mount Newman. It has existed for a mere 30 months, mushrooming into a
glorified work camp for 4,000 men: Asians, Americans, Europeans, Africans,
even a few Australians, plus their women. They are busy methodically erasing
from the scene a 600ft. high mountain of almost pure iron which reduces the
Scunthorpe ores to ant hills in comparison.

But that is incidental. Something which interests me very little, for my 'home'
at present is far away from such air-conditioned sophistication. An insignificant
little work camp of mobile huts, by a water bore and the Port Hedland railway
track, approximately 200 miles west of a salty, waterless Lake Disappointment.

For me, the life of a driller offers a splendid marriage of adventurous freedom
and a lucrative £70 every week in the bank. Imagine trying to save £70 as some
obscure clerk in a city?

More 'Poms' (Englishmen) than anybody else work at the camp, and none are
particularly keen to settle in strike-bound Britain again.

They have many trades, and, collectively, an immense knowledge of travel and
survival in the big wide world in general. Graduates of the University of Life,
all, they can boast only a few G. C. E's between them, but oh! what stories they
can tell!

Yarns related by a deadwood camp fire between the guitar and mouth organ
sessions. Real cowboy stuff! Relaxations are varied and treasured out here.
Work takes up ten and a half hours, seven days a week, .either in the cold, moth-
infested nights or the intense 120 degrees of day shift from seven until five
thirty. Relaxations which sound bizarre: trapping a twelve foot rock python in
a deep ravine, teasing the camp's five foot long pet lizard, chasing kangaroos
by night in Land Rovers or simply a refreshing swim in a nearby water hole, a
mere thirty miles away in a land void of tarmac, telegraph poles and fences.
And every six weeks, it is your turn to board the little six-seater aircraft which
drops abruptly to our bare earth airstrips and speeds you 700 miles to Perth
for a week of extravagance.

.

As a qualified journalist, I amuse myself by writing feature stories about my
colleagues for their home town newspapers in England and I make pocket money
from the sale of oil paintings of rigs at work and bushland scenes, and from
pencil portraits.
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In short, I am living my life the way I want, regardless of convention and the
ever-increasing influence of bureaucracy. At 22, I am still learning, even if it
is not from books. New jobs, new skills are a challenge to me. Today I coaxed
a 23 ton rig at 3 m. p. h. along a rocky hillside track to its next drilling site.

In a month or two, if the fancy takes me, I could be heading up to the Kimberleys
to work on the cattle stations, where the Aboriginal is the cream of equestrians
and where wild bulls are mustered in armour-plated Land Rovers! And there is
a very good chance that the fancy will take me.

Philip Hammond, (60-65)
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H. & J. Maude
NEWSAGENTS AND TOBACCONISTS

SCHOOL REQUISITES ALWAYS IN STOCK

Quink and Reeves Drawing Inks in all shades

lIa, Grammar School Road, Brlgg.

Recognised as the School Tuckshop

MIKE TIERNEY
WRAWBY STREET - NEW POSITION

BIGGER SHOP
I mproved seleCtion of . . . . .

,
\

!
~
\
\,

CARDS - TOYS
CHILDREN'S
BOOKS
SWEETS AND
TOBACCO

.
PLEASE COME IN AND LOOK AROUND
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